Causes, Impacts And Potential Solutions
For Bloomsburg and the Surrounding Region

Tuesday, November 8th at 7:00 pm, Hartline Science Center, Room G40

Speakers:
Jennifer Whisner (Asst. Prof. Geography/Geoscience)
Daniel D. Knorr, II, Mayor, Town of Bloomsburg

Moderator:
Clay Corbin

Speakers will focus on the flooding issues in Bloomsburg and Columbia County. Impacts of the 2006/2011 floods will be discussed as well as the pros and cons of proposed solutions, such as flood walls, home buyouts, dredging and more. The discussion will include a look at the natural processes that guide the formation of rivers and streams which can be factored into developing other long-term solutions.

The event is supported by Bloomsburg University’s Green Campus Initiative and SOLVE, Office of Community Service and Employment.